Parliamentary Government in England
differences by the compromises of consent. It assumes
not only that they are rational creatures; it assumes also
that they discuss their differences by accepting the same
premisses of discussion. There is no great difficulty in
achieving that result so long as everyone can see that the
society steadily satisfies the wants of its members. There
is profound difficulty in achieving it when there is serious
division within and the threat of war without The divi-
sion within means that the contrasts of an unequal society
do not appear just to those who believe themselves ex-
cluded from its benefits. The threat of war from without
means the need in the society to organixe itself for a
defence, the technical preparations for which are likely,
in the long run, to sharpen the very divisions which
provoke disunity. The power of reason to survive in this
atmosphere is not likely to be great* The social tensions
are-such that what, in an earlier period, appeared abstract
arguments now appear as threats to public order. Passions
begin to rise. What seemed harmless becomes, in the
context of passion, a danger to the wonted routines. And
because the power of the State is behind those routines,
passion drives its possessors to its exercise. They seek
to control those elements in society which threaten the
routine; if, as in Germany and Italy, the passion drives
hard enough, they seek to suppress them. But those
elements are precisely those which, under a democratic
parliamentary system, arise naturally to defend the in*
terests of the working-class—trade unions, Socialist
Parties, even the co-operative movement. With their
suppression, of course, the foundations of parliamentary
government are undermined. The society is, as it were,
in a state of siege. No society in that condition is ever
amenable to the claims of reason upon which a parlia-
mentary system depends.
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